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1 Abstract
Molecular dynamics (MD) and enhanced sampling simulations have become fundamental
tools for studying biomolecular events. A significant challenge in these simulations is ensur-
ing that sampled configurations and transitions converge to the stationary distribution of
interest, whether equilibrium or nonequilibrium. Lack of convergence constrains the estima-
tion of mechanisms, free energy, and rates of complex molecular events. Here, we introduce
the “Randomized Iterative Trajectory Reweighting” (RiteWeight) algorithm to estimate a
stationary distribution from unconverged simulation data. This method iteratively reweights
trajectories in a self-consistent way by solving for the stationary distribution using a discrete-
state transition matrix, employing a new random clustering in each iteration. The iterative
random clustering mitigates the phase-space discretization error inherent in existing trajec-
tory reweighting techniques based on one-shot clustering and ultimately yields numerically
unbiased, quasi-continuous configuration-space distributions and estimates of observables.
We demonstrate the efficacy of RiteWeight using Trp-Cage synthetic MD trajectories.

2 Introduction
Despite numerous advances in enhanced equilibrium and path sampling methodologies in
recent years [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7], the comprehensive study of complex biomolecular sys-
tems remains a resource-intensive endeavor, often surpassing the computational capabilities
accessible to many researchers. A major challenge is the estimation of the steady-state
distribution of sampled states and transitions [8, 9, 10]. An accurate estimation is crucial
because the stationary distribution reveals key thermodynamic and kinetic properties of the
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system, underpinning the calculation of free energies, identification of mechanistic pathways,
rate constants and the “committor” reaction coordinate [11, 12, 13].

Figure 1: Schematic of the RiteWeight algorithm. In each iteration, a fixed set of trajectories
(red arrows) is organized into clusters (colored regions). Based on the discrete clusters and
current weights of the trajectories, the transition matrix T is computed and solved to yield
the stationary distribution π for the given clusters. In the simplest RiteWeight algorithm,
each trajectory is then assigned a new weight (schematized by filled black symbols) so that
total cluster weights match π but the relative weights of trajectories within each cluster
remain unchanged. Identical symbols indicate identical weight. In subsequent iterations,
the process is repeated with new cluster boundaries, which enables changes in the relative
weights of trajectories formerly in the same cluster, e.g., trajectories 1 and 2 in iteration
2. Ultimately all the initial weights are likely to be changed relative to one another. As
described, the RiteWeight learning rate r = 1 has been assumed for reweighting via Eq (2)

One common approach to estimate the steady-state distribution from sampled transition
data is the construction of a “Markov state model” (MSM), i.e., a discrete state transition
matrix, which can easily be solved for the stationary condition [14, 15]. A further step
can be taken, namely, the subsequent reweighting of the trajectories based on the matrix’s
stationary solution [12]. This method – referred to here as ‘single-shot reweighting’ – does
not correct the weights of trajectories within the chosen discrete states, nor does it provide a
set of weights consistent with a subsequently computed transition matrix[11, 16], potentially
skewing the estimation of thermodynamic properties.
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For unbiased estimation of the steady-state distribution and the accuracy of key ob-
servables using a standard MSM framework, trajectories within the states from which the
transition matrix is calculated must themselves be locally in the stationary distribution
[11, 12, 17]. This creates a “chicken and egg” problem for which an iterative solution has
previously been proposed [11, 16] but which can require long trajectories. We note that
other methods beyond traditional MSMs can be used to generate unbiased estimates of
observables, e.g., [13]

As an approach for correcting standard MSMs using a single transition matrix, we intro-
duce the “Randomized Iterative Trajectory Reweighting” (RiteWeight) algorithm. RiteWeight
reweights trajectories, generated without biasing forces, into their correct stationary distri-
bution when sufficient data is available, whether for equilibrium or nonequilibrium steady
states. It naturally uses trajectories of any length, including a single-step, as it does not
rely on dynamical relaxation. Thus it can employ data generated from standard molecular
dynamics (MD) or path sampling approaches, so long as no biasing forces have been used.

Procedurally, as shown in Figure 1, the RiteWeight algorithm iteratively reweights tra-
jectories using the stationary solution (π) of a discretized state transition matrix (T), with
each iteration featuring a new random clustering. The changing of cluster definitions is the
key element, enabling RiteWeight to adjust phase-space weights with a precision beyond
the resolution of the discrete state matrix: any given configuration finds itself in a new
cluster in each iteration, implicitly providing information on its relative location within the
clusters. The algorithm generates local stationarity within discrete states, consistent with
the available trajectory data.

We validated the efficacy of the RiteWeight algorithm using synthetic molecular dynam-
ics (SynMD) trajectories of the Trp-Cage miniprotein. The use of synMD enables com-
parison to exactly calculable reference distributions [18]. We compared the performance
of RiteWeight and single-shot reweighting in estimating the stationary distribution from
unconverged trajectory data, employing both finer and coarser discrete state transition ma-
trices.

3 RiteWeight Algorithm
The RiteWeight algorithm estimates steady-state probability distributions by analyzing ki-
netic information extracted from numerous short MD trajectories or one long trajectory.
This information consists of phase-space transition pairs, i.e., two time-sequential phase-
space points, observed at a fixed lag time. In this preprint, we refer to these pairs as
‘trajectory fragments’. Notably, the algorithm’s ability to estimate stationary probabilities
is not constrained by the choice of lag time [15, 14]; thus, lag time should be set to match the
interval between available trajectory frames to maximize the use of the available data. Un-
like single-shot reweighting, which requires within-cluster equilibrium at the discrete state
resolution for unbiased results [11, 12, 17],

RiteWeight imposes no such constraints. Therefore, transition pair data can be collected
right from the start of the trajectories, ensuring that no data is discarded and all available
information is leveraged in the analysis.

To ensure rotational and translational invariance, transition pair data initially in x, y, z
coordinates are transformed into a featurized space such as residue Cα pair-wise distances.
Subsequent steps to estimate the steady-state probability of trajectory fragments are as
follows:
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1. Randomly select n configurations from trajectory fragments, thereby setting the num-
ber of states in the discrete-state transition matrix.

2. Use these n random configurations as Voronoi cluster centers and assign each trajectory
fragment’s initial and final configuration to these clusters, discretizing the transition
pair data.

3. From the discretized transition pair data, compute the transition matrix T in a
weighted fashion based on the current weights of the trajectory fragments as:

TIJ =
WIJ

WI
(1)

where WIJ is the sum of all trajectory fragments’ weights transitioning from Ith to
J th cluster and WI =

∑
J (WIJ).

4. Calculate the stationary probabilities πI for the n discrete states as the steady-state
solution of matrix T, i.e., πT = π.

5. Define a new weight for each trajectory fragment i based on the current iteration’s
definition of clusters I (from Step 2), using a linear combination of the fragment’s
current weight and the stationary solution π from Step 4. Specifically, for a fragment
i in cluster I the new weight is given as:

wnew
i∈I = (1− r)wi + r

πI

WI
wi (2)

WI =
∑
i∈I

wi (3)

where wnew
i is the new weight of the ith trajectory fragment and wi is the trajectory

fragment weight before update. Here, r represents the learning rate, a hyper-parameter
within the interval (0,1]. The notation “i ∈ I” refers to whether the initial configu-
ration of trajectory fragment i is in the current coarse cluster I. Thus, WI in (3) is
defined to be the sum of the current iteration’s weights (before updates) in the cur-
rently defined cluster I, and πI is the current iteration’s estimate of the stationary
probability for the current cluster I.

6. Repeat steps 1-5 until the user-defined convergence criteria are met.

Several points are noteworthy. Random clusters are defined via steps 1 and 2, and
thus a new clustering is performed every iteration. In step 5, the parameter r functions
as the learning rate and dictates the proportion of the Ith cluster’s stationary probability
πI to be considered when reweighting the trajectory fragments during the kth iteration of
RiteWeight. This parameter becomes particularly significant when dealing with noisy data,
with a smaller r value recommended to mitigate the impact of noise. In contrast, setting
r = 1 means that a trajectory is assigned a weight that is simply a fraction of the currently
estimated stationary probability for the enclosing cluster, with the fraction determined by
the previous iteration’s weights.

For the initial assignment of weights to the trajectory fragments, two main approaches
can be adopted. One option is to assign uniform weights to all fragments, which essentially
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serves as an uninformative prior. Alternatively, if there is prior knowledge available about
the stationary distribution of the system, this information can be used to assign the initial
weights in a more informed manner.

4 Test System: Trp-Cage Synthetic Molecular Dynamics
(SynMD) Trajectory

To demonstrate the efficacy of the RiteWeight method, we apply it to reweight unconverged
synthetic molecular dynamics (SynMD) trajectories for estimating the stationary probability
distribution [18]. Synthetic MD trajectories are preferred in this study rather than low-
dimensional toy models for their computational efficiency and their ability to capture the
complex dynamics inherent in real systems which are absent from oversimplified models like
the 1-D double-well potential. These SynMD trajectories are generated using a Markov
Chain model based on a transition matrix derived from a Markov State Model (MSM)
analysis of an ultra-long MD trajectory [18]. The MSM analysis employed here uses a finer
discretization of the state space than typical MSM methods, with each state mapped to
specific atomistic configurations, thus permitting calculations analogous to those done with
standard MD trajectories [18].

Our test system utilizes the Trp-Cage protein SynMD model, generated from MD tra-
jectories spanning 208 microseconds. The creation of this model, which comprises 10,500
discrete microstates indexed from 0 to 10,499, is detailed in the Ref [18]. The MSM transi-
tion matrix for this model is constructed with a lag time of 1ns.

From this Trp-Cage SynMD model, numerous short SynMD trajectories were generated,
yielding a distribution significantly different from equilibrium. The initial states for the
trajectories were selected by partitioning the SynMD discrete phase space into 500 bins
along the state indices, from which 20 microstates were randomly chosen—either unique or
repetitive—from each bin. Each selected microstate was used to initiate a short trajectory
of 5τ length, where τ represents the lag time of the SynMD MSM. Transition pairs with
lag time τ were then recorded from these short trajectories and assigned uniform weights.
The initial probability distribution function for the Trp-Cage SynMD states, based on these
uniform weights, is presented in Figure 2. These uniform-weighted trajectory fragments
were processed with the RiteWeight algorithm to assess the algorithm’s capability to esti-
mate the equilibrium probabilities of the SynMD states. The exact equilibrium probability
distribution function for the Trp-Cage SynMD model’s states, determined as the stationary
solution of the SynMD transition matrix, is also depicted in Figure 2.

For clustering and solving stationarity during the RiteWeight process, atomistic con-
figurations were featurized based on the distances between every Cα pair, with further
dimensionality reduction performed using TICA to enhance the computational efficiency of
the RiteWeight algorithm. We implemented RiteWeight with both 1000 and 10 clusters,
incorporating random clustering in each iteration as outlined in the methodology and the
learning rate r was set to 1 because of the large amount of data available for this proof-of-
principle study.
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Figure 2: RiteWeight convergence to equilibrium in Trp-cage system. Plotted is the
evolution of the Trp-Cage SynMD states’ probability distribution function (PDF) across
RiteWeight iterations (color bar at right). The black dashed curve represents the initial
PDF based on uniformly weighted trajectory fragments, while the solid red curve indicates
the exact PDF. Intermediate curves in various colors show the computed PDFs at every
100th RiteWeight iteration, illustrating the convergence toward the exact PDF. The mi-
crostate index shown horizontally is highly correlated with RMSD to the folded structure.
The data shown used 1,000 clusters in the RiteWeight procedure.

5 Results and Discussion
The RiteWeight algorithm was used to estimate equilibrium probabilities in the Trp-Cage
system. The algorithm was run until the probability distribution function (pdf) for the
SynMD states converged. We visualized the pdf (Figure 2) by categorizing the trajectory
fragments according to their initial state’s indices into 20 uniform bins, then generating the
pdf with these bins and the weights of the fragments.

We next examined whether the algorithm yields the correct stationary distribution
when a very coarse (highly non-Markovian) clustering is used. In particular, we executed
RiteWeight using only 10 clusters while keeping the input trajectory data and featurization
identical to the 1000 clusters setup. For both cluster resolutions the final converged PDF,
estimated by averaging PDFs over the last 1000 converged iterations of the RiteWeight
algorithm, accurately matches the exact equilibrium probabilities, as shown in Figure 3.

In contrast to the converged RiteWeight distributions, the single-shot reweighting es-
timates – i.e., after the first iteration of the RiteWeight algorithm – show significant dis-
crepancies due to discretization error. As demonstrated in Figure 3(b), the first-iteration
distributions estimated with 10 clusters significantly diverges from the pdf estimated with
1000 clusters. In the 10-cluster scenario, single-shot reweighting is markedly different from
the exact equilibrium probabilities. Even with a more detailed clustering of 1000 clusters,
the single-shot reweighting does not accurately predict the true stationary probabilities of
the Trp-Cage SynMD microstates. This indicates that an assumption of local equilibrium
is not justified, even at the higher resolution of 1000 clusters.
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We also monitored the “relaxation” over iterations of the RiteWeight pdfs. The KL-
divergence between successive pdfs, at intervals of 100 iterations, is computed to check the
convergence and shown in Figure 4. The convergence of the estimated pdf when utilizing
1000 clusters is much more rapid than with 10 clusters. Figure 4 indicates that For 10
clusters, the RiteWeight algorithm requires approximately two orders of magnitude more
iterations to achieve convergence compared to the 1000 clusters. Nonetheless, both converge
to the correct distribution as indicated in Figure 3(a).
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Figure 3: Comparison of distributions based on different numbers of clusters. Plotted are
estimated stationary distributions for Trp cage using 10 clusters (cyan) and 1,000 clusters
(magenta) for (a) the RiteWeight algorithm and (b) single-shot reweighting. For reference,
the initial PDF (black dashed) and exact PDF (red) are also shown.
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Figure 4: Convergence of the RiteWeight algorithm. The symmetric Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence – comparing the estimated stationary distribution in the current iteration vs.
the distribution of 100 iterations prior – is plotted against the number of iterations for two
levels of clustering resolution. (a) The KL divergence for a finer resolution: 1000 clusters.
(b) The KL divergence for a coarser resolution: 10 clusters.
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6 Conclusions
We have described the RiteWeight iterative algorithm for reweighting trajectory segments
based on stationary solutions of a coarse-grained transition matrix that uses randomized
clusters newly defined at each iteration. Application of the method to the Trp-Cage SynMD
model demonstrates its convergence to the stationary distribution. Further, the algorithm’s
performance in estimating the steady-state distribution is shown to be similar when either
extremely coarse (10 clusters) or fine-grained (1,000 clusters) discretizations are used to
define the transition matrix, suggesting mitigation of discretization error. In contrast, pre-
viously proposed single-shot and related reweighting methods are constrained by discrete
state resolution and require locally equilibrated trajectory fragments [11, 12, 17].

RiteWeight corrects trajectory weights at a quasi-continuous configuration-space resolu-
tion, enabling estimation of steady state from trajectories of lengths as short as a single lag
time. Thus, it can be considered a kind of “super resolution” Markov modeling.

The use of short lag times enables the characterization of shorter-timescale mechanistic
features that get averaged out at longer lag times [19, 20].
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